THE STRUGGLE IS REAL:
14 COMMON MISTAKES YOU’RE MAKING WITH INTERMITTENT
FASTING AND HOW TO AVOID THEM
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Introduction to Intermittent Fasting(IF)
Give it a try, they said. You’ll lose a ton of weight and you don’t have to change the way you
eat, they said….
Did they lie to me? Or is there something I’m just missing when it comes to this whole
intermitent fastng thing?
If you’re like me, you tried intermitent fastng and didn’t fnd the success you hoped for,
promptng the internal dialogue above at some point. Day afer day, I felt like I was starving
myself with no luck, not even a pound lost. I would ofen get headaches in the morning. I had a
hard tme concentratng because all I could focus on was my rumbling stomach (could everyone
else in the ofce hear it, too?). And when I fnally could eat, I headed straight for the junk food,
the self sabotage making me even more miserable.
What’s the point if the scale isn’t budging? I wondered why intermitent fastng seemed so
much harder for me than others. I really wanted it to be easy, I wanted fastng to be efortless,
I wanted it to become second-nature for me. But it just didn’t seem like it was in the cards for
me...at frst.
Admitedly, looking back, I made a lot of mistakes when frst getng into intermitent fastng. If
I had known then what I know now, I would’ve saved myself A LOT of stress and frustraton.
Once I made a few tweaks to my approach, I started seeing results quickly. Afer a while, it
fnally felt natural for me, too.

Intermittent Fasting Is Not as Easy as Some Say.
I’m sure you’ve heard at least one person tell you that intermitent fastng is easy. The truth is,
it’s not as easy as everyone claims. Convenient, sure, and efectve when done properly. But IF
takes a lot of mental discipline and willpower to maintain. Once your body is acclimated to your
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new eatng paterns, IF becomes second nature. However, this takes tme and patence to
develop.
If you’re struggling with intermitent fastng, you are not alone. You might just be experiencing
one of these 14 common problems that are leaving you hungry, irritable, gaining weight and/or
losing muscle mass. Before you give up on IF for good, give it another go! Scroll through our
solutons to the most commonly experienced roadblocks when atemptng intermitent
fastng.

Recap: What Is Intermittent Fasting?
Intermitent Fastng (IF) isn’t anything new. It describes the patern of eatng in cycles that
include periods of fastng and periods of eatng.
Humans ate this way for centuries, as they did not always have access to consistent food
sources. In recent years, intermitent fastng has made a resurgence as a safe, efectve and
sustainable way to manage weight.
Other health benefts of IF include reducing the risk of heart disease and diabetes, preserving
muscle mass and improving mental well-being.
This dietary patern also benefts the wallet, saving tme and money. Eatng fewer meals means
less tme planning, preparing and cooking, as well as a few extra bucks in your pocket. A way to
lose weight and save money? Count me in.

Unlike Most Diets That Restrict What You Eat, IF Focuses On
When You Eat.
By restrictng the window of tme in which you eat all your food for the day, you naturally
consume fewer calories and give your body tme to properly use up its energy stores, resultng
in weight loss and a lowered risk for diabetes and heart disease.
As I mentoned earlier, this approach to eatng is nothing new for humans. This dietary patern
follows the body’s natural circadian rhythm: eat during the day while the sun is up and you are
awake, fast at night when the sun goes down and you are asleep. Hunter/gatherers had to
adapt to tmes when food was scarce by using up the body’s fat stores for energy. Essentally,
you could say early human life was defned by intermitent fastng.
Nowadays, we have unlimited access to highly processed, sugar-flled, carb-laden junk food
24/7. However, our bodies haven’t quite evolved to ft these new eatng paterns. Did you know
nightme eatng is associated with a higher risk of obesity, as well as diabetes?
By following an intermitent fastng routne, your body has tme to metabolize and use up what
you’ve eaten throughout the day, instead of storing that food as unnecessary fat. IF is regarded
as a safe, efectve and sustainable way to maintain your overall health and well- ness, as
there’s no calorie restricton involved. And it truly is for everyone - there are many
diferent approaches to intermitent fastng, so it’s simple to fnd a routne that fts your lifestyle.
Just a litle FYI before we get into the swing of things: fastng usually refers to abstaining from
eatng over a period of 24-72 hours. However, Time Restricted Eatng (TRE) involves eatng
during a certain window of tme during the day. Both have similar benefts and as such, the
terms are ofen confated when it comes to talking about intermitent fastng routnes.
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Problem 1: You’re Not Easing into A Routine, Making It Hard
to Sustain.
SOLUTION:
When I frst started intermitent fastng, I thought I would be able to fast for 16 hours straight
right of the bat with minimal problems. Boy, was I wrong! I was having a hard tme
concentratng in the morning - the hunger pangs had me countng down the seconds untl my
fast was over and I could down my sugar-flled cofee and instant oatmeal. I felt irritable,
starving and had very low-energy levels in the morning (scroll to the end to learn how TAKA
naturally boosts energy levels).
Because I didn’t ease my way into a 16-hour overnight fast, I experienced a lot of problems at
the beginning. This might be why you’re having a hard tme sustaining your routne, too.
Over the course of a few weeks, ease your body into your new dietary paterns. Otherwise, it’s
a huge shock for your system and you are almost certainly setng yourself up for failure.
However, if you give your body the tme it needs to gradually adjust to new eatng paterns,
you’ll have an easier tme sustaining your routne and will see the results you hoped for in a few
weeks.
This is especially true for women, as changes in eatng paterns can (and will) disrupt their
hormones, making it near impossible to sustain a routne untl the body adjusts to these shifs.
The key to fastng is working your way into a routne that fts your physiology and lifestyle. Afer
deciding on an IF routne that suits your needs, fast for 12 hours overnight for the frst few days
to get in the habit of eatng during a certain tme period (no more midnight snacks... sorry!).
Then, gradually over the next two or three weeks, increase your fast to 13 hours, then 14 hours
and so on, untl you’ve reached your desired fastng routne and fnd it easy to sustain.

Problem 2: You’re Trying to Fit Your Lifestyle Around Your
Intermittent Fastest
SOLUTION:
There are many diferent ways to incorporate fastng in your life. IF is an umbrella term for
various eatng paterns. Many fnd intermitent fastng to be a convenient and sustainable
method for weight loss because it’s so fexible. It’s also extremely efectve for losing and
maintaining weight, lowering insulin levels and speeding up your metabolism, in additon to a
range of health benefts.
There are six main intermitent fastng routnes
1. The 16/8 method, meaning you fast for 16 hours and eat during an eight-hour window
(or any variaton of this; this is my preferred method)
2. The 5:2 method, which means you eat normally fve days of the week and restrict
calories for the remaining two days
3. The Eat-Stop-Eat method, meaning you fast for 24-hours once or twice a week
4. The alternate day method involves fastng every other day
5. The Warrior Diet, meaning you fast during the day and eat a large meal at night
6. Spontaneous meal skipping, which just means you skip meals from tme to tme as you
see ft
If you’re having a hard tme meshing a certain IF routne with your lifestyle, try a diferent
method that might suit your needs beter. There’s very litle reason why IF shouldn’t work with
you and for you with so many available optons. Pick a routne, work your way into it and be
patent - results come with consistency.
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Problem 3: You’re Not Fasting for Long Enough.
SOLUTION:
Dr. Monique Tello explains: “A growing body of research suggests that the tming of the fast is
key, and can make IF a more realistc, sustainable, and efectve approach for weight loss, as
well as for diabetes preventon.” Fastng for 14-16 hours each day (or at a tme) is key in IF’s
efectveness, as shown in a recent study. Sure, you can fast for only 12 or 13 hours and stll lose
weight, but you’re not getng the most from your fast.
In this University of Alabama study on the efects of TRE on obese men with prediabetes,
researchers split partcipants into two groups:
1. a group that ate during an eight hour window each day;
2. a group that ate during a 12 hour window each day for fve weeks. They did not alter the
partcipants’ diets for weight loss.
“They compared a form of intermitent fastng called ‘early tme- restricted feeding,’ where all
meals were ft into an early eight-hour period of the day (7 am to 3 pm), or spread out over 12
hours (between 7 am and 7 pm). Both groups maintained their weight (did not gain or lose) but
afer fve weeks, the eight-hours group had dramatcally lower insulin levels and signifcantly
improved insulin sensitvity, as well as signifcantly lower blood pressure. The best part? The
eight- hours group also had signifcantly decreased appette. They weren’t starving,” Dr. Tello
goes on to explain.
Even if your aim isn’t to lose weight, fastng for a minimum of 14 hours each day is most
efectve for improving your overall health. It naturally leads to weight loss and decreased
appette. Work your way into the most efectve fastng routne for your body and stck to it even if the scale isn’t budging yet, you’re stll beneftng your body in other ways. By including
healthy whole foods in your diet, weight loss will happen in no tme.

Problem 4: You’re Overeating During Your Eating Window.
SOLUTION:
This is an extremely common problem to face, especially as your body acclimates to new eatng
paterns. Many tend to overeat during their eatng window to compensate for the tme they’re
fastng. Or they believe that fastng gives them license to eat whatever they want, as long as it’s
in that eight-hour tme frame.
During IF, it’s extremely important to eat as you would if you weren’t restricted to a certain
window of tme. You don’t need to “compensate” for missed meals; if you feel hungry at the
onset, give your body tme to adjust. Intermitent fastng requires discipline, so be patent with
yourself. Once your body is used to its new eatng schedule, it will let you know when it’s
hungry and when it’s not. If you don’t feel as hungry as before you started an IF routne, that’s a
good sign!
Overconsumpton of calories is overconsumpton and leads to weight gain, no mater how long
it takes you to consume all those calories in the day. Track your daily caloric intake with a
phone app if you’re facing this issue. This makes you more mindful of what you’re putng into
your mouth and when, helping you beat overeatng.
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Problem 5: You’re Eating Too Much Junk/Processed Food During
Your Eating Window.
SOLUTION:
Not only should you use a phone app to track how many calories you’re consuming in a day, it’s
also useful to track what you’re eatng each day. When you begin a fastng routne, you’re going
to have many hunger cravings. You will want sugary, carby, processed foods at morning/night.
However, the worst thing to do is to break your fast with junk food or eat highly processed
foods all day long. Don’t give in to those cravings.
Afer all, what’s the point of lowering your blood sugar and insulin producton just to cause it to
spike extremely high again by breaking your fast with a sugary cofee and junk food?
Aim to break your fast with a low-carb snack, then follow it up with healthy whole foods, fruits
and veggies, nuts, seeds, protein and fber. Scroll to the end of this for more informaton on
breaking your fast with the right foods.
To avoid eatng highly processed foods, design your environment for success. This means
making a plan on exactly how you’ll break your fast every day. Keep healthy, clean, nutrient-rich
foods nearby. To help reduce cravings for those high-carb, sugary foods, drink plenty of water
throughout the day. It’s possible to lose weight on IF without a clean diet, but this is
detrimental to your health in the long run, despite your IF routne.
Plus, by creatng healthier eatng habits and paterns, known as keystone habits, you will afect
other areas of your life as well (in a good way) without even realizing it. IF is all about discipline;
you’ll fnd yourself more disciplined in other areas and create healthy habits across the board.

Problem 6: You’re Under-Eating During Your Eating Window.
SOLUTION:
There’s a fne line between intermitent fastng and putng your body into “starvaton” mode.
With intermitent fastng, you’re not starving your body at all. You merely change your eatng
paterns while maintaining the same intake of calories more or less. IF aids your metabolism,
allowing your body to use up food for energy during the day and break down stored fat for
energy during your fast. As your body becomes acclimated to your eatng habits, your appette
naturally decreases and you naturally eat less while your body uses more of its stored fat for
energy, resultng in weight loss.
This is a far cry from restrictng your calories so much that your body goes into starvaton mode.
If you restrict your daily caloric intake so much that your body begins storing more fat, you’re
causing a lot more harm than good. When your body isn’t taking in enough food to replenish its
energy stores, it actually begins storing the food you do eat as fat to save for later, since it can’t
rely on a consistent infux of food. Your restng metabolic rate is also reduced, which turns into
weight gain, bloatng and increased frustraton.
Intermitent fastng allows for weight loss without reducing your restng metabolic rate, which
is the key to sustaining weight loss long-term. Do yourself a favor and eat enough food. If you
want to see results faster, opt for healthy food optons and add some exercise into the mix.
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Problem 7: You’re Not Drinking Enough Water While Fasting.
SOLUTION:
There is nothing worse than severe hunger pangs and headaches in the morning. It really just
makes you want to give up on IF completely; what’s the point if it doesn’t make you feel beter?
One problem many experience with intermitent fastng is not drinking enough water,
especially during fastng periods.
Staying hydrated is important for staving of hunger cravings, making it infnitely easier to stay
on track and sustain your fast. Our bodies are made up of 60% water, so you beter believe
water plays a crucial role in maintaining your fast. If you’re feeling of, drink some water. If you
have a headache, drink some water. If you get a hunger craving but it’s not tme to break
your fast yet, drink some water.
Listen to your body during intermitent fastng, it tells you exactly what it needs.

Problem 8: You’re Not Using A Scale And Measuring Tape To
Track Your Progress.
SOLUTION:
When I started intermitent fastng, I was dismayed when the scale barely budged in the frst
few weeks. I really wanted to give up on the whole thing I mean if I wasn’t seeing the weight
loss results I wanted, what was the point, right? What I didn’t take into account were the inches
I was losing in that tme. My clothes were getng looser on me, but I was so focused on the
scale, I hardly notced.
If this sounds like you, invest in a measuring tape. Sometmes, your progress won’t be tracked
on a scale. To make sure you’re getng a complete picture, and to prevent major frustratons,
use a scale to track pounds and a measuring tape to track inches lost.
Inches lost don’t always translate into pounds lost for a number of reasons. For example, you
might lose 4 inches but stay the exact same weight, since that fat is actually being turned into
muscle and muscle weighs more than fat. So to avoid any undue frustratons, use a number of
methods to accurately track progress. Don’t sweat things yet. Stck to your routne and let the
magic happen! Weight loss won’t happen instantly, but it will happen in tme.
And even if you’re not losing weight, keep in mind that IF is great for your overall health. If the
scale isn’t moving as much as you like, you are stll improving your health in other ways.
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Problem 9: You Lost A Lot Of Weight On IF, But That Weight
Loss Has Slowed.
SOLUTION:
Okay, admitedly, this one is less of a soluton and more of an FYI. This is a totally normal and
expected problem to experience afer your frst year of intermitent fastng.
During your frst year with intermitent fastng and afer your body is acclimated to your eatng
paterns, you’re going to lose a lot of weight fairly quickly. However, your body can only drop so
much fat, since it needs to retain a litle in order to keep you healthy and happy. Plus, afer a
year of intermitent fastng, your new eatng paterns aren’t so new anymore. You might fnd
your weight loss plateauing.
To get past this, try making a change to what you’re eatng and how much you’re eatng. Aim to
eat healthier food optons, analyze your porton sizes, make sure you’re drinking plenty of
water and if you haven’t already, start an exercise routne or try something new. Any way to
“jolt” your body into losing weight again and ending that plateau. Scroll to the end of this for
more informaton on how TAKA might just be the jolt you want.

Problem 10: You’re Not Losing Weight As Quickly As You Hoped.
SOLUTION:
This is a very legitmate and frustratng problem to encounter. It feels like everyone around you
trying IF is losing weight quickly, but you’re stll not seeing it. It takes a few weeks to experience
notceable results from intermitent fastng.
Patence is key; give your body tme to adjust to these new dietary paterns. Once it gets used
to the new routne, you’ll start to see those pounds come of fairly quick.
If you’re stll not losing weight as quickly as you were hoping, add high intensity workouts in the
mix. Whether it’s a high intensit workout routne, long distance run or anything in-between, a
challenging workout routne will get your metabolism going and you’ll experience weight loss in
no tme.
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Problem 11: You’ve Lost Muscle Mass Since Starting IF.
SOLUTION:
It’s not uncommon to experience a loss in muscle mass since startng IF. Why? Your caloric
intake maters a lot when it comes to maintaining muscle mass. If you stopped working out or
you’re not working out as intensely as you were before startng an IF routne, you might
experience a notceable decrease in muscle mass. Even if this isn’t the case, you might stll see
muscle loss. This is because you’re probably not eatng as many calories as you were and you’re
probably stcking to lower carb foods.
If you fnd yourself losing muscle mass, increase your physical training and your carbohydrate
intake. Calories mater a lot for building muscle mass. If you fnd your muscle mass slipping, it’s
a sign that you need to eat more calories and carbs to build up your muscle again.
With that being said, intermitent fastng is not the antthesis to bodybuilding; the two can work
in tandem to get you the body of your dreams. However, you need to be smart when it comes
to your health and what you’re eatng.
If you fnd your energy levels aren’t what they used to be, scroll to the botom of this for more
informaton on TAKA healthy hibiscus energy - the boost you need for those intense workouts.

Problem 12: You Don’t Enjoy Life In The Same Way Since
Starting IF.
SOLUTION:
This one has nothing to do with weight loss and everything to do with your mental well-being.
Make sure you are not skipping social events and happy memories because you’re afraid to
break your fastng routne. Your life comes frst; intermitent fastng is all about being healthy
enough to enjoy life fully and should never be made a priority over your social life.
If you fnd yourself getng so obsessed with stcking to your fastng routne that you avoid social
situatons because you don’t want to break your fast or damage the progress you made,
remember: there’s always tomorrow. At the end of the day, intermitent fastng is just another
tool to boost your health and confdence, leading to more happiness. It’s not the end-all, be-all
of the weight loss world; you won’t cause irreparable damage by skipping your fast for a fun
night out on the town.
Don’t let intermitent fastng get in the way of enjoying your life. It’s so fexible, there’s really
no reason to let it get in the way of anything. Relax, take a break and don’t miss out on making
amazing memories with the people you love most. You only get one life, so live it!
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Problem 13: You’re Breaking Your Fast with The Wrong Foods.
SOLUTION:
I touched on this point previously, but just to reiterate: how you break your fast is just as
important as the fast itself. If you break it with highly processed, sugar-flled, carby foods,
you’re not going to experience the same benefts, or at least to the same extent, as someone
who’s breaking their fast with healthy, whole foods. You may experience similar benefts in the
short-term, but in the long-run, you won’t sustain weight loss and may end up gaining weight
back. Plus, you’re going to hurt your overall health in the long run.
If you’ve been having a hard tme with IF and haven’t seen the results you want, examine what
kind of food you’re eatng to break your fast. Make adjustments accordingly and you’ll be
surprised at the results.
When breaking your fast, stck to healthy, whole foods:
• Break your fast with a small low-carb snack, like bone broth.
• An hour or two afer your snack, eat your frst meal.
• Try not to “reward” yourself with high-carb or junk foods. Let’s just say, your
gastrointestnal system isn’t quite ready for that yet.
• Eat healthy high quality, low-carb foods.

Problem 14: You’re Having Issues with Focus And Productivity.
SOLUTION:
Being hungry can cause irritability. It’s hard to focus on things like work in the morning when
you’re focused on not eatng. This can cause your productvity during your fastng period to slip,
making it hard to maintain an intermitent fastng routne. However, once your body gets used
to its new routne, you’ll enjoy increased energy levels, focus and productvity in the mornings
just give it tme!
The key to beatng these problems is fnding your sweet spot when it comes to breaking your
fast. Every day is diferent, so it’s going to take trial and error when it comes to perfectng your
IF routne. For example, if you break your fast too early, you miss out on the potental energy
you could’ve been using before breaking your fast and becoming more sluggish; if you break
your fast too late, you are distracted from hunger and headaches.
Be patent with yourself and don’t sweat things if you don’t fast “perfectly” every single day. As
long as you feel good and see the results you want, that’s the most important part! Drink more
water to help stave of cravings, so you can stay focused on your work.
And, fnally, try a healthy energy supplement like TAKA to keep you focused and energized
throughout the day (with only 15 calories per package, it won’t break your fast!).
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Experiencing Any Of These Problems?
LET’S TAKA ‘BOUT IT!
SAY HELLO TO THE FUTURE. SAY HELLO TO TAKA HEALTHY HIBISCUS ENERGY.
TAKA is made with you in mind. Filled to the brim with antoxidants, superfoods, natural energy
and tropical favor, TAKA leaves you refreshed and energized all day. TAKA is an all-in-one
soluton giving your body the support and nutrients it needs to rejuvenate your well-being.
Fastng is a breeze with TAKA, which has no added sugars and is vegan and GMO-free.
For those who struggle with intermitent fastng, TAKA aids with mental clarity, immune
system functoning, gut health and, of course, boosts energy. Natural ingredients include
dietary fber, powerful antoxidants, natural cafeine, beet root powder, aloe vera, vitamins,
ionic minerals, fucoidan, and sweetened with stevia. The best part? It won’t break your fast or
your budget!
Real healthy energy, real gut health and real mental clarity in a take-anywhere package. Try it,
love it, TAKA ‘bout it and share it!

Results from Real People Just Like YOU!
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Learn More About Taka and Globallee
Click Here to Order Today

Got questons call Terry at 919-624-0544
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